
Promote the development of organic
agriculture in multi-directions

Address: 3646, Gokabeppucho, Kagoshima-City,
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Root vegetables Leafy vegetable

Fruit tree

Fruit vegetable

Number of contracted farmers

160 farmers

Annual cultivation items

Annual shipment

Harvest

There are about 160 organic famers.

Organic

is
the principle

Always aiming
to

improve quality

We
take care of

the community 〇
〇
〇



Kagoshima Organic Agricultural Technology
Support Center Organic vegitable plant facility

Oukuchi farm

Kiire farm

Overseas divisionE-Commerce

To farmers To consumers To EC market

Propagate
of

organic farming

Organic
is

delicious

Develop
a stress-free
market

Rakuten global market

Yahoo! shopping store

Challenging market development

E-Commerce
Overseas
division

We operate two farms in Kagoshima and cultivate vegetables that match the land and 
climate. The staff is working hard every day to deal with the further spread of organic 
agricultural products and the shortage of workers due to the aging of producers at 
okuchi in the north and Kiire on the Kinko Bay side.

Located on the north of Kagoshima, Okuchi Farm is the area with the greatest temperature 
difference in Kagoshima.
Growing mainly on root vegetables (carrots, radishes, turnips, etc.), especially in the cold 
season, vegetables are popular.

Internet sales started in 2013.
Operates three major shopping malls in Kagoshima 
Prefecture,  where organic vegetable production is 
thriving.
I directly feel the potential and potential of E-Commerce.

revitalization and by extension,  Japan's economic 
development, we will develop not only ourselves but the 
entire market.

In emerging countries such as East Asia and ASEAN, 
which are geographically close to Kagoshima Prefecture, 
purchasing power and market expansion are progressing 
against the backdrop of high economic growth.
In the future, further economic exchange is expected and 
opportunities for acquiring new overseas markets are 
expanding.
Our vision is to contribute to the local community 
through the agriculture that has lasted for 1000 years. We 
will investigate the local projects and actively exchange 
with people overseas to see how we can contribute 
overseas.
We will do our best to develop organic agriculture.

Located in the south of Kagoshima, this farm boasts a superb view over Kinko Bay.
They mainly cultivate long leeks, and cultivate leafy vegetables such as radishes and turnips 
and summer vineyards and moroheiya.
We are actively accepting trainees and working to cultivate organic farmers.

It is a facility that provides 
technology and knowledge to 
people who want organic farming, 
and also has accommodation 
training facilities, seedling 
facilities, and soil analysis rooms.

Can grow vegetable seeds and 
seedlings used in organic 
farming.
We make soil with natural fallen 
leaves and use liquid fertilizer 

Farm



Organic baby food
Vegetable paste series /
Rice porridge series /

Organic Jam
Anno sweet potato jam /
Grape jam / kawachi bankan citrus /
Juice marmalade /
Amanatsu citrus marmalade /

Dried vegetables
Organic beniharuka sweet potatoes /
Organic anno sweet potatoes /
Dried radish /

Frozen baked
sweet potatoes

Organic beniharuka sweet potatoes /
Organic anno sweet potatoes /

Drink & powder
Organic Burdock tea /
Black sugar ginejer tea /
Ginger powder /
Organic turmeric powder /

Japanese rice / Brown rice / Half-milled rice /
Rice cracker

Korakka / Fukakawa Maki /
Sazare Stone / Taste /
Kokutoukarin / Kabuki /

Pickles
Pickled Japanese leek bulbs/
Pickled vegetables with relish/

Organic dressing
Shiranui(citrus) /
Broad bean /Brown onion/
Carrot/

Organic frozen paste
Anno sweet potatoes / Carrot /
Beniharuka sweet potatoes /
Purple sweet potatoes /

Processed
food

The Chikyubatake organic foods is totally free from

We aim at sustaining the whole quality and the purity of raw material especially during the 
processing.
Also, with the joint efforts of entire farmers and food processing workers, we ensure the safety 

association.

We are producing at our own

to the future.

original processed food made to the standard.

The main ingredients of “Chikyubatake Original” are

Juice
Carrot juice /

Veggie sauce

Carrot tomato/Grapefruit vinegar /
Ginger miso /

Organic Rice,Beans,Flour



Chikyubatake Nishida branch

Chikyubatake's commitment

Seasoning Tea, sweets,
processed food

Tofu,

Vegetables,
Fruits, Rice

Meat,Fish,Egg general goods

Clothing

@chikyubatakenishidaten @chikyubatake_nishida

@nij inotane.chikyubatake

@chikyubatake_arataten @chikyubatake_arata

@sougenwowatarufune @chikyubatake_cafe

Chikyubatake is everyone's farm

Shops

Since its founding in 1984, we have continued to propose high-quality ingredients and tools for 
living that are friendly to both humans and the earth, based on the philosophy that organics are 
not special, but for everyone seeking safe and delicious food. 

Agricultural products 
are based on

organic cultivation.
Only fruits are partially 
reduced in pesticides.

Rice is organically 
grown rice from 

Kagoshima.
Please try it once.

Miso, soy sauce, 
vinegar, salt, sugar, etc., 

which are made with 
traditional methods 

without using additives, 
are the seasoning rich 

in natural minerals and 
vitality produced by 

fermentation.

Additive-free baby food 
using organic produce, 
local organic tea, and 
Chikyubatake original 

processed foods.
A lineup of carefully 
selected ingredients 

that focus on the safety 
of raw materials.

Naturally raised red 
beef, black pork, and 

local chickens are 
grown with 

home-grown vegetables 
waste, okara, rice bran, 
etc. Fish is natural. All 

eggs are open space 
breeding.

Soybeans and wheat 
are always organic. 

Natural yeast bread is 
safe because it 

contains no additives 
or preservatives.

We accept orders 
for catalogs such 

as organic 
cotton, silk, 

underwear, 
socks, gloves, 

etc.

Soap, toothpaste, 
shampoo, henna, etc.

They are all 
additive-free and do not 
pollute the river or the 

sea.
Cosmetics are safe 

organic cosmetics for 
your skin.

It is within walking distance from Kagoshima Chuo Station, the gateway to 
Kagoshima.
It is supported by many people while proposing life.

The location of arata branch is very convenient, where is the heart of
Kagoshima city, and placed in the middle or at the intersections of the main 
routes in the city. Regular workshops and events are also held.
Renovated in 2019, it has become a natural space with the image of a forest, 

The Taniyama branch was launched in May 2008. It is the most spacious 
store; therefore, customers can use shopping carts and take time to shop.
It is close to the new residential area, and it spreads out organic to a wide 
range of generations.

Adjacent to the Arata store, using organic vegetables and organic ingredients

Salad buffet where you can eat plenty of seasonal organic vegetables and 
fruits is popular.

Address: 2-Chome-6-19, Nishida, Kagoshima-City,
Kagoshima Prefecture, 890-0046, Japan

＊Lunch 11:00～ ＊ ～
＊Dinner 18:00～

Chikyubatake Arata branch

Chikyuubatake Taniyama branch

Chikyubatake restaurant, a ship sailing a grassy plain
(Arata branch)

Our Chainstores
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